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Nelson's Foundational BibleÂ ConcordanceÂ is prepared with immediacy, simplicity, thoroughness,

and accuracy in mind.Â Every passage of scripture can be located quickly and with ease. The most

helpful tools have been included toÂ aid in pronunciation, distinguishing multiple persons or places,

and to understand actual meaning.Â Nelson's FoundationalÂ Bible ConcordanceÂ includes the

most likely places for the user to find every verse in the Bible. ByÂ eliminating common and

non-distinctive words,Â references to more distinctive words within a given verse are easily located.

Features include:  An easy-to-use method for locating scripture passages quickly Tools to aid in

pronunciation, differentiation between multiple persons with the same name, and understanding of

the actual meaningIn addition to the full Concordance materials, the eBook version of Nelsonâ€™s

Foundational Bible Concordance also contains an appendix of the full text of the King James

Version Bible. All verse references in the Concordance are linked to that verse in the Bible so that

you can easily navigate between the Concordance and Bible text.
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I am very happy with this concordance and elated that it goes a step beyond in that it gives you the

link to the King James passage along with each word. However, I gave this a 4 star because it

would have been been better if you could type in search word instead of going through the whole list

of letters and words from the alphabet. Or... at least I didn't see a word search. Not enuff of an

inconvenience to keep me from purchasing tho and a great tool to find a passage and a bonus to

get the King James Bible with it. Definitely worth the money.

Content is satisfactory, but it is tedious and time consuming to navigate since it doesn't allow you to

type the key word and go quickly to a list of scripture verses. You have to scroll at times dozens of

pages to find a word!!!! Please fix this! I can't recommend Kindle version for this reason. Buy the

paperback instead.

Very good for research and study. It would be faster with a search option.

So far, this Kindle version of the concordance has been fairly useful. I prefer Strong's Concordance,

but it doesn't come in a Kindle version. I usually use it to find a verse where I remember key words,

but can't remember the entire text or where it's located.

Just what I needed. Easy to use and finding the word you are looking for isn't not that difficult. Once

you get the letter you are needing, for example, "E" simply stroke up from the bottom of the page on

your Kindle and when the center screen comes up hold the "right" arrow down and you can scroll a

multitude of words in about the time it would take to type a work, and you can stop on almost the

page you need. Very good for the Price!

Unless I knew what word I was looking for AND where to find it, I was in for a long and frustrating

search. The traditional book is easier.

Too hard to find the words since you can't type it and have it take you to it

This is the very best online commentary I have ever used...I suggest, to anyone, studying the Lords

word to make this book number one in your library....Amen
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